Remote Controls
Directors should unplug and turn the remotes on. This way the coaches /
Parents Only need to enter the score / outs and innings
•After you take all the remotes off the charger wait about 15 seconds it should say
Resume game. If so press the ON bottom in the bottom Left corner. If the remote
has balls / strikes / outs etc on the screen you are good to go. Put back in White
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Reach them. If Rookie or lower age is on the Field no need to turn sign on that field.
•To turn the scoreboard off if the p
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or until the remote says powering down, when it says that take your hand off the
remote The scoreboard takes about a minute to turn off after the remote says
powering down. Plug all the remotes back in. The remotes will turn back on when
plugged back in
in. Just leave them on the scoreboards will still be off
off.
If a scoreboard will not turn off just click the switch in the back of the scoreboard
And let me know
Call me for any help 425-3472 hm. Cell 734-0657

The remote should be ready to use when you pick it up
These are the only keys you should touch.
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